We present to you an atlas of Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) of common retinal disorders compiled using our collection of imaging on Plex Elite and Cirrus 6000. We have added fundus picture or angiography to help aid in understanding the pathology in a better way. Being an atlas, a greater space has been allocated to pictures with just little and necessary text. Enjoy the details in scans. Look at the details and the plethora of lesions visible. A picture shows much more in a shorter time than a thousand words. It is an unmatched documentation to follow the disease progression or recovery. This book is for every ophthalmologist to review the fundus pathologies and great for residents and students.

### KEY FEATURES

- It is a compendium of OCT images displaying different pathologies supported by retinal pictures.
- The format of the book is to show pictures, explain the findings and mention the diagnosis.
- The first section Retina describes normal OCT followed by vitreous and epiretinal findings, vitreoretinal categories, and pathologies leading to retinal detachment and discusses the details of the most frequent retinal pathologies along with less-frequent disorders.
- OCT angiography scanning, described in detail in a special subsection, helps in the study of vascular disorders and new vessels.
- The next section reviews Anterior Segment, covering corneal and refractive surgeries. The last section describes the many aspects that Glaucoma presents in ocular pathology.
- All disorders are illustrated by colored pictures and OCT scans.

### READERSHIP

- It is for every ophthalmologist to review the fundus pathologies and great for residents and students.